Pipe Relining
Hix Plumbing Services offers a wide variety of drainage
repair options, including drainage Pipe Relining.
This process is one of the most efficient, cost effective
and least intrusive. In a majority of situations no digging
is required which allows the permanent repair to be
undertaken without extensive damage to landscaping, concrete pathways and driveways and
expensive remedial work that is usually required when large scale excavation occurs.
Pipe relining also allows for drainage repairs to be carried out in difficult situations where
demolition of concrete slabs or even bathrooms would normally occur to gain access to the drainage
under the floor. The system allows us to access drainage repair locations with out creating additional
cost to our valued clients in relation to re instatement of gardens, driveways, pathways or most
landscaped situations. This also includes areas requiring repair in large commercial situations where
larger concrete or paved areas have been laid over the top of the drainage pipework, such as office
buildings, large residential strata complexes or industrial and commercial factory complexes &
government sites
We are also able to reline downpipes and above ground drainage stack work that may be in
situations making it inaccessible & to offer better methods of carrying out permanent, long term
drainage repairs.

What is Pipe Relining?
The process is technical and requires skilled and trained technicians to carry out the works. Using
specialised equipment The process is primarily inserting a resin impregnated liner into the existing
damaged drainage line, then curing the resin and liner within the pipe using compressed air and hot
water to form a new pipe with in the old drainage . The Relined section is genuinely stronger and
more resilient than the existing drainage materials such as Clay pipe and PVC. The process can be
carried out in small sectional repairs or long continuous runs.

Why Choose Hix Plumbing Services over others ?






Relatively quicker than drainage repairs undertaken using large scale excavation
Less intrusive to landscaped and paved areas.
No need to remove or demolish gardens and trees.
Able to repair small sections or complete drainage lines in ground or above ground.
The system has over 30 years of proven track records in Europe and the USA and has
become extremely popular and accepted by both domestic and commercial clients with in
Australia since introduction.
 We use a market leading product brand and resins that have been proven to be successful
over the long term and are widely used through out the World including Australia
 Our technicians are extensively trained and extremely professional using the best equipment
 New situations for the use of Pipe Relining are being discovered every day therefore the
process may be suitable for your drainage problems, you just need to ask and we will
determine whether it is suitable before you make decisions regarding other forms of repair. It
doesn’t hurt to check first.
 Hix Plumbing Services are Licensed plumbers and therefore can undertake all aspects of the
repair including high pressure water jetting and Camera inspections so that you have all the
information required to make a decision on what process is best suited to your situation.

